TALENTSTREAM RECRUIT
Recruitment is becoming increasingly challenging with apparently countless tools available in the marketplace. What if you need only ONE solution
that brings everything together and creates a great experience for both
candidates and the recruiters.

ONE SOLUTION FROM ACQUIRE-TO-HIRE
Introducing the Talenstream Recruit, a cloud-based solution to help your
organization reach ‘hard-to-find talent’, hire them, and create your pipeline of active and passive candidates.
Talent acquisition professionals rely on CRM (Customer Relationship Management) tools, mobile recruiting, sourcing from job boards and apply
people analytics to help them find the right candidates. Today's ATS
(Applicant Tracking Systems) solutions have not kept up the pace and lack
in one or more areas – driving several organizations towards solutions
outside their ATSs.
We understand that Time is your biggest asset, and your candidate sourcing technology should add back hours to your day and not otherwise. Due
to the demands of your business, you need a technology that can create
the efficiency and respond quickly for you to make good, definitive decisions faster.

THE ALL-IN-ONE PRE-HIRE PLATFORM
Talentstream Recruit is a Software-as-a-Service based solution that cumulates candidate data, job postings, data and analytics into one pre-hire
platform.

KEY BENEFITS:
Recruiter Efficiency: Get everything you need in one place - Post,
source, manage and onboard from ONE platform.
Employer-Branded Candidate Experience: Talenstream Recruit has
a built-in candidate experience to highlight your current opportun
-ities through a smart career site seamlessly integrated to your
company website and social channels.
Intuitive Data and Analytics: Access candidate data from your career
site & ATS and gain insights into the business impact of your talent
acquisition sources.

KEY FEATURES:
Optimized Career Site
Leverage our candidate-focused career
site-optimized for any device to connect
with job seekers.
Automated CRM
Engage your candidate pipeline with –
job recommendations, instant apply
confirmation emails, & weekly job alerts
based on candidate's desired title and
location.
Configurable ATS Workflow
Collaborate with our project managers
for seamless integration into your existing ATS and streamline your recruitment
process.
One Place. One Search
Find candidates already in your database
– combine past applicants, Talentstream
Engage members or career site and
sourced candidates on ONE platforms in
ONE search.
Job Distribution
Enter the job details once, and post them
to a number of job boards, social media
channels and professional networks
repetitively with Talentstream Job Distribution.
Access and Analyze Recruiting Data
Leverage data and analytics to evaluate
your talent strategy and maximize
efficiency. Access and analyse the performance of your sources on one dashboard.

STREAMLINE RECRUITING
Talentstream Recruit is a comprehensive technology that streamlines your talent pipeline with the help of a mobile
optimized Career Site, manages your candidate workflow along with sending quick emails and also empowers you
to advertise your jobs on numerous job sites within few clicks.
78% Employers expressed a preference to have just ONE RECRUITMENT
solution from One HR Software provider as it is more convenient & expedient.

View all your candidates
in one database

Use data to measure and
assess how your sources
are performing

Post to all recruitment
advertising channels in
a few clicks

Use intuitive search for
ease and efficiency

Streamline recruitment and
keep your workflow simple

BETTER QUALITY OF HIRE
Talentstream Recruit extends candidate sourcing and recruiting beyond the enterprise with deep supplier integration and comprehensive functionality. From needs assessment through the hiring process, Talentstream Recruit is
designed at bringing together the complex recruiting process into an integrated, seamless experience for recruiters and hiring managers.

Broadbean Technology integrates Talentstream Recruit
to advertise the job postings from your technology
platform to 7000+ job boards and supports 110,000 users
globally.
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